Girls Lacrosse Advisory
Post-Season Meeting
May 15, 2018
The post -season meeting of the girl’s lacrosse advisory members
took place at the CIFSDS office located at 3636 Camino Del Rio
North, #200, San Diego, CA 92108.
Officials Report:
Discussion took place on the shortage of officials for the season
and the cancellation of games on the day of the game or the day
before. This created a problem as the season wound down and
there was little to no time available to make-up those games.
Officials stated they are working on this and hope to have it
corrected by next season. They also requested that coaches
correctly enter into arbiter league as opposed to non- league
games. League games should be the priority in the future.
Coaches concerns to officials
Advisory raised concerns about the number of qualified officials
available to officiate their contests. Playoff officials were great
also compliments for the officials that worked the finals.

CIFSDS Concerns:
Question about a shot clock in the future. Ms. Marcy Latino, said
that should not be taking place in high school in the near future.
Advisory reviewed a proposed change to the master calendar. The
proposed change would extend the master calendar one week
and the finals would be on the same weekend as the boys.
Discussion took place about the number of contests a team needs
to be eligible to participate in the playoffs, which currently is 15. A
reminder that if a team does not have 15 games it does not
eliminate them from playoff consideration it does however
invalidate their ranking and the committee has the right to move
them in the rankings or remove them as well.
The sections stand for this year was that teams were forced to
lose games due to officials shortage and this year was different so
we did not change the rankings of those teams that just fell short.
The section also reminded the advisory and officials that if an
official does not show up for their game by mutual agreement
those teams may play their contest with an assistant coach from
each side officiating the contest. That contest would be a valid
game in terms of a win or a loss.
San Dieguito Academy will again be the site for the lacrosse finals
on May 18, 2019. All agree it does not have football markings and
is a good place to hold our finals

